
Our Challenge: John, disengaged news consumer
Indicators of Trust
Easy accessible / Low-time / Low-effort
Disclosure of conflicts-of-interest
Diversity policy
Provide new source/topics
Evidence of willingness to hold power 
accountable
Clear distinction among news, analysis and 
opinion
User trust rating incorporated into browser 
extension
“Churnalism” Ranking
Actionable feedback to journalist

Emotions regarding news
Disappointed, Disgusted, Overwhelmed, 
Irrelevance, Immobilizing Cynicism, Apathy

Complaints
“Too negative”
“Overwhelming”
“Biased”
“Lies”
“There’s nothing there. No relevance.”
“Doesn’t even want to discuss or think about it”



Goal We think John might be most successfully met at the hyperlocal level. We 
want to give him a fuller sense of where we are getting our reporting and the 
diverse pool of voices we are highlighting in his community. 

This approach can be used on companies as well as individual voices. 

Tactic Use embedded bios to give more insight and early indicators about the 
sources driving the content John is reading in a seamless and efficient manner. 

Solution: Source biographies integrated into content



Gather information 
for source bio

When a reporter is in the 
field or conducting an 
interview, he or she can 
quickly submit source 
information using a Slack 
bot...

Database

Slack will signal 
the CMS to 
create a unique 
asset with the 
information..



Add source bio 
information to story
The source database may contain 
more information on the source 
than needed for the article. 

The author can select what bio 
information is relevant to the article 
and then place the interactive 
contextually in the story. 

The source database can be 
shared company-wide as a 
reporting resource. Each source 
entry is clearly marked when it was 
last updated.

INVISION LINK

https://gannett.invisionapp.com/share/HFDGYKKDR#/253216570_Source_CMS_-_00_-_Start


Reader Experience
The page view, with bios linked to 
thumbnail headshots, allow readers 
to quickly see how many people were 
interviewed and the diversity of 
sourcing. 

The information provided can offer 
insight into the source’s perspective 
and why he or she is  relevant to the 
story. 

Readers can view bio information 
without disrupting flow of the story.

MOBILE DEMO   DESKTOP DEMO

https://invis.io/KXDH128HZ
https://invis.io/YTDGXS2PB

